Organic Scamon – The Greenwashing of Toxic Farmed Salmon (May 2012)

The integrity of the global ‘organic’ brand was dealt a fatal blow late last week when salmon
farmed in open net cages in Canada were given the green light for certification. ‘Organic’
salmon farmed will “be able to be certified in a year” according to the new standards released
on Thursday (10 May).

Farmed & Dangerous reported (9 May) that: “The Canadian so-called ‘Organic’ Aquaculture
Standard allows:







The use of synthetic pesticides;
The continued, uncontrollable spread of disease and parasites to wild fish;
Uncontrolled disposal of fish feces into the ocean;
Escapes of farmed fish that compete or interbreed with wild fish;
Entanglement and drowning deaths of marine mammals;
The unrestricted use of feed from non-organic, potentially unsustainable sources, as
opposed to the 100 per cent organic feed requirement currently in place for all other
organic livestock;
 The unlimited use of wild fish in feed. Since operations use substantially more wild
fish in feed than farmed salmon produced, this allows farmed fish to be certified
“organic” despite contributing to a net loss of marine protein and a drain on already
strained global fish stocks.”
A previous draft of the standard is available online here – the final standard is currently not
available online but should be available online here.
The move to certify Canadian farmed salmon as ‘organic’ comes as the deadly disease
Infectious Salmon Anaemia (ISA) rages on the East coast of Canada in Nova Scotia and has
been reported (along with piscine rheovirus - associated with Heart & Skeletal Muscle
Inflammation) at an ‘organic’ salmon farm in the Clayoquot Sound UNESCO Biosphere
Reserve in British Columbia.

The shocking decision by the Canadian General Standards Board was met with vocal
criticism. Living Oceans Society told The Edmonton Journal (10 May) that the standard “has
as many holes as a net pen.”

“It was biased from the start,” said Kelly Roebuck of Living Oceans Society in British
Columbia in an interview with The Vancouver Sun (10 May). “This was really a standard
that was created by the government and industry to be able to okay the status quo in
conventional aquaculture practices.”

“In fact the standard sponsor, Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) has been a major
driver for obtaining an organic standard for open net pen farmed salmon,” continued
Roebuck.
Read more via ‘Organic Aquaculture Standard deemed 'dangerous' by green groups’
To illustrate the bias, the chairman of the Canadian General Standards Board’s organic
aquaculture committee (Justin Henry) was general manager of Target Marine – a member of
the BC Salmon Farmers Association. “The focus is to provide an environment to prevent any
disease from happening, thereby negating the requirements for antibiotics,” said Mr. Henry
who runs a fish farm near Sechelt in an interview with Postmedia News (9 May).
“Nevertheless, if you treat, then those fish have to come out of the organic chain.”
Alarmingly, the BCSFA’s ‘Fish Health Database’ published by the BC’s Ministry of
Agriculture reveals significant disease problems at salmon farms across British Columbia.
Moreover, evidence presented at Canada’s salmon inquiry (the Cohen Commission) in

December 2011 revealed that BC’s leading ‘organic’ salmon farmer, Creative Salmon, is
suffering from Infectious Salmon Anaemia and “an emerging deadly virus called Heart and
Skeletal Muscle Inflammation.”

“The news that these viruses are here in the Clayoquot Sound UNESCO Biosphere Reserve is
chilling” said Bonny Glambeck, Friends of Clayoquot Sound campaigner, “This virus puts at
risk not only the wild salmon, but the ancient rainforest for which this region is renowned.”
Read more via ‘Fish Flu Found in Clayoquot Salmon: Dr. Kristi Miller finds ISA virus in
Creative Salmon farms’
“By including open-net pen finfish in to the organic aquaculture standard, the standard fails
miserably at one of its claimed principles, to ‘Protect the environment, minimize benthic
degradation and erosion and water quality degradation, decrease pollution, optimize
biological productivity and promote a sound state of health’,” reported Farmed & Dangerous
(9 May).
“The finfish standards would allow conventional open net pen farmed salmon to be certified
organic despite the large body of scientific evidence linking this farming practice to
detrimental impacts on wild salmon and on the marine environment,” stated Matt Abbott
from the Conservation Council of New Brunswick. “Organic producers and customers should
be concerned as this weak aquaculture standard threatens the integrity of all organic labels,”
concluded Abbott.
“With growing consumer interest in sustainable, local and organic food – this organic
labelling will undermine public confidence in all organic and sustainable labels,” stated Rob
Johnson of the Ecology Action Centre. “With this standard for open net pen fish, we’re
seeing greenwashing being taken to an entirely new level.”

Read more via ‘New Canadian ‘Organic’ Aquaculture Standard Fails to Meet True Organic
Principles’
The positive reaction from the BC Salmon Farmers Association (BCSFA) said it all.
“This is a strong standard that will meet the consumers’ confidence in organic designations,
while providing an opportunity to some of our farmers interested in achieving this
certification,” said Mary Ellen Walling, Executive Director of the BCSFA, in a press release
(10 May). “Any certification process which encourages high standards and continuing
improvement of our business is a positive step. It’s great to see ocean farming included in the
organic menu – it’s important to some consumers and is a demand some of our farmers would
like to meet.”

Read more via ‘New organic standard offers opportunity for farmers’
“The industry works hard to maintain its high standards,” claimed Ruth Salmon, executive
director of the Canadian Aquaculture Industry Alliance (CAIA) in an interview with Canada
Newswire (10 May), “and organic certification will provide an opportunity for some of our
farmers to apply organic standards to their methods of production.”

“Until now, organic claims could show up on aquaculture products from outside the country
and consumers wouldn't know whether the claims were trustworthy or what standards they
met,” said Matthew Holmes, Executive Director of the Canada Organic Trade Association.
“Now we have a made-in-Canada standard that clearly and verifiably defines the
environmental and husbandry requirements, and meets consumers' expectations for a highwater mark for this quickly-growing Canadian sector.”
A petition signed by over 2,000 people sadly fell on deaf ears with the pro-salmon farming
power brokers at the Canadian General Standards Board.

Read more via ‘"Organic" Farmed Salmon Must Meet Organic Standards’
“Organic farmed salmon is a fraud,” said Kurt Oddekalv, leader of the Green Warriors of
Norway speaking from Bergen (12 May). “Farming salmon in open net cages in the sea is
the antithesis of the basic organic principle of recycling. How can discharging untreated
contaminated wastes including toxic chemicals, infectious diseases and sea lice ever be
considered ‘organic’?”

“Organic my ass!” posted Sarah King of Greenpeace Canada on her Facebook page (12
May). “BUYER BEWARE: don't be fooled by any alleged organic farmed salmon in your
supermarket, the only thing that's organic is the label.”

Last year, Greenpeace Canada visited Creative Salmon’s disease-ridden ‘organic’ operations
in the Clayoquot Sound UNESCO Biosphere Reserve. “Our oceans are in crisis and with all
that’s so clearly wrong with the practice of farming salmon in net-pens, it’s no shocker that
farmed salmon is found on Greenpeace’s Redlist,” said Greenpeace Canada. “We’re urging
supermarkets to remove it from sale and consumers to avoid buying it. Momentum is
building and retailers across the border and here in Canada are starting to realize that this
product undermines their attempts to green their seafood sections. If ever there was a time to
take a stand against net-pen farmed salmon, it’s now.”

Read more via ‘The Farmed Salmon Horror Show’
“The proposal by the Canadian General Standards Board and organic aquaculture working
group at Fisheries and Oceans Canada to give the organic stamp of approval to BC farmed
salmon raised in open net-pens is nothing short of Orwellian,” wrote Chris Genovali of the
Raincoast Conservation Foundation in The Huffington Post in 2010. “Among the many
practices that should be considered antithetical to the spirit and intent of organic certification,
the fish farm industry in BC relies on the application of the agricultural drug SLICE to their
"salmon feedlots" in order to address chronic sea lice outbreaks.”
“Promoters of the aquaculture industry are counting on health-conscious consumers flocking
to farmed salmon once it is certified organic,” continued Genovali. “But those American
consumers might want to think again. Take some pellets with fish meal produced from fish
stocks at the base of the food chain in the southern hemisphere's oceans, add a dash of pink
chemical pigments, sprinkle with antibiotics, decorate with a startling array of bacteria and
viruses, glaze with PCB's and you have your average farmed salmon fillet from your grocer
or local restaurant.”
Read more via ‘Just Say No To ‘Certified Organic’ Farmed Salmon’
To counter the bullshit from the salmon farming industry, a new web-site –‘Organic Salmon’
– takes issue with the certification of farmed salmon:

Organic standards compare badly even with other green-washing schemes such as the Global
Aquaculture Alliance, Friend of the Sea and Aquaculture Stewardship Council. A report
released last year - How Green is Your Eco-Label? Comparing the Environmental Benefits of

Marine Aquaculture Standards - identified the Canadian Organic Standard as one of the
poorer-performing organic standards.

Benchmarking the standard against conventional net-pen salmon farm industry practices, to
identify whether or not the standard resulted in a better performance, the report concluded the
standard resulted in a neutral or zero performance over industry norms.
Read more via ‘The Abominable Salmon Council – Buyer Beware!’
The Canada General Standards Board now joins a long list of corporate green-washers
certifying farmed salmon as “organic”.

In Europe, the world’s largest salmon farming company Marine Harvest is certified as
‘organic’ in Ireland by the German certifier Naturland. In United Kingdom, the Soil
Association also certifies dozens of Scottish salmon farms as ‘organic’.

In Norway, Debio certifies salmon farms as ‘organic’ including salmon farming company
Villa Organic.

Read more via ‘European Organic Aquaculture Certification’

However, the organic designation does not stop salmon farms spreading infectious diseases,
sea lice, water pollution or escapes. A 2007 report – ‘Scottish Farmed Salmon Exposed’ –
from the Pure Salmon Campaign blew out of the water the green claims of ‘organic’ salmon
farms.

‘Organic’ salmon farms in Ireland and Scotland not only used toxic chemicals but they were
guilty of breaching pollution limits and spreading sea lice.

Nor did the ‘organic’ certification eliminate escapes.

Moreover, waste discharges, mortalities and chemical use associated with ‘organic’ salmon
farms were significant.

Shockingly, levels of sea lice infestation were even higher at ‘organic’ salmon farms than
conventional ones!

In 2006, BBC Newsnight lambasted ‘organic’ salmon standards in Scotland.

“Salmon farming in cages has nothing at all to do with organic principles,” said Lawrence
Woodward, former chairman of the Soil Association's standards committee. “It is very
regrettable that the Soil Association has gone down this line of trying to certify something
that is so distant from the principles.”

Writing in the Observer Food Monthy in October 2006, food writer Joanna Blythman said:

“Here's the nub of the problem with organic salmon: it doesn't deliver the radical difference
in production methods that consumers have come to expect from other categories of organic
food. To make a very unsubtle joke, there just isn't enough clear blue water between
conventional salmon farming - condemned by its critics as the biggest environmental disaster
to afflict the west coast of Scotland in living memory - and the organic alternative.

“Indeed, delve into the supposed differences between the two and the water looks rather
murky; so murky, in fact, that even some long-standing advocates of organic farming won't
have any truck with it. As Iain Tolhurst, a highly respected organic grower and a key figure
in the foundation of the modern British organic movement puts it: 'If the public was given the
full facts about organic salmon, they would demand something better. So-called "organic"
salmon is making a mockery of organic standards.'”
Read more via ‘Why Organic Salmon is Causing a Nasty Smell’
“The Soil Association’s decision to adopt formally standards for “organic salmon” has upset
many people committed to organic principles and production, including us,” wrote Elm Farm
Research i 2006. “It is not simply that caged salmon so obviously do not comply with
organic principles; it is that this issue has emphasised just how far away the “certified
organic” market has moved from any notions of a deep, underlying, organic philosophy.”
Read more via ‘A Leap Too Far: Pushing Standards Over the Edge’
Organic’ farmed also failed the taste test in an article in The Washington Post published in
2004. “When both organic and conventional farm-raised salmon were seared and sampled
with wild, there was little distinction in appearance, texture or flavor between the two
varieties of farm-raised. They both paled compared with wild salmon.”

Why wild salmon – a truly ‘natural’ resource which literally recycles nutrients back to the
‘Salmon Forest’ feeding bears, eagles, orcas, wolves and fishermen – is not labelled as
organic is another fishy tale of ‘the one that got away’.

Sadly, one of the few wild salmon products labelled as ‘organic’ may be Fish Tale’s ‘Organic
Wild Salmon Pale Ale.’

“Well, grab your cup of grog and pull up a stool, me maties, and I'll tell you the tale of the
Wild-Eyed Salmon Farmers and the Organic Standard,” reported Grinning Planet in 2004.
“Wild salmon, though they are an excellent dining choice, are unlikely to ever qualify for the
organic label because they are not raised in a controlled, certifiable environment..... For now,

it's buyer beware, and we are left only with those two scary Latin words, "caveat emptor."
Long live the emptor!”
Read more via ‘“Organic Salmon – Just Another Fish Story: Is “Organic Salmon” a Certified
Sham?’
“To the dismay of some fishermen — including many in the Alaskan salmon industry — this
means that wild fish, whose living conditions are not controlled, are not likely to make the
grade,” reported The New York Times in 2006. “And that has led to a lot of bafflement,
since wild fish tend to swim in pristine waters and are favored by fish lovers.”
“If you can’t call a wild Alaska salmon true and organic,” asked Senator Lisa Murkowski
from Alaska, “what can you call organic?”
“When it comes to carnivorous fish, it seems to be a complete deception of what organic
means,” said Andrea Kavanagh, director of the Pure Salmon Campaign.”
Read more via ‘Free or Farmed, When Is a Fish Really Organic?’
The battle to label farmed not wild salmon as ‘organic’ dates back to the 1990s when the US
Government, backed by corporate interests, hijacked organic certification.
“To all of us, it’s a no-brainer,” said Kate Troll of Alaska’s Department of Community and
Economic Development in 2000.

“That organic standards have accepted factory farmed salmon rather than its distant wild
relative shows the inherent anomaly in the current system and threatens to devalue the whole
organic brand,” stated an article published in Organic Standard magazine in 2001. “Common
sense dictates that there has to be a line beyond which ‘organic’ is out of reach. Whilst wild

salmon and shellfish are logical candidates for inclusion, ‘organically farmed salmon’ is
surely an oxymoron.”
Read more via 'Organically Farmed Salmon is an Oxymoron'
Thankfully, some wild salmon advocates are clever enough to still market wild salmon as
‘organic’. BC-based ‘Organic Ocean’ sell wild Pacific salmon not farmed Atlantic salmon.

“The standard of open net-pen salmon farming remains an ecological concern because of the
risks of escapement (in which the non-native Atlantic salmon can push the local wild salmon
out of their habitat), disease and parasite transfers to the wild stocks, waste build-up and
siltation,” says Organic Ocean. “To contend with these risks, the salmon farming industry is
being pressured to transition to land-based closed containment systems. Currently, Ocean
Wise recommends only wild fish from British Columbia or Alaska as a best choice for
salmon.”
‘The Organic Bistro’ also uses wild Alaskan salmon not farmed Alaskan salmon in their
salmon products.

The battle to protect the integrity of ‘organic’ standards by not allowing salmon farming to
pollute the global brand has raged for over a decade – on both sides of the Atlantic. A
protest outside supermarkets in London in 2003 made it clear that putting an ‘organic’ label
on farmed salmon was like putting lipstick on a pig.

Dr. Roderick O’Sullivan, one of the protestors (pictured above), said: “Organic’ salmon?
Don’t make me laugh: food-dye to pink its flesh; x-rays for sterilisation; hormones to

eradicate sex-drive; sprayed with medicament and pesticide; dosed with antibiotics;
imprisoned in packed cages; vaccinated; genetically manipulated. The faeces of the
hobbyhorse and ‘organic’ farmed salmon share a common attribute – you’re unlikely to find
either.”
Read more via ‘Organic Farmed Salmon’
“THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS ORGANIC SALMON. PERIOD!!!,” said former organic
farmer Richie Gerber in 2009. “So when I am at the store I try to go to the wild side and
avoid the “Organic” hype in the fish case. If you remember three things you will never be
thought of as gullible or dumb. 1) There is no Santa Clause. 2) There is no Tooth Fairy. 3)
And there ain’t no such thing as “Organic Salmon”.”

Read more via ‘Organic Salmon: The Not So Fresh Catch of the Day’
“We find it to be a crock,” said Tom Worthington at Monterey Fish in an article – “Organic
Label Muddies the Waters” – published in The San Francisco Chronicle in 2004.

“This salmon was raised on a farm,” said Marjie Hill, a health-conscious shopper in Spokane,
Washington, in a 2006 article published in Alaska Report. “How can it be organic? Thanks,
but no. Farm-raised is as far away from organic salmon as I can think of.”
Jeff Egger of Egger's Better Meats and Seafood, who refused to sell ‘organic’ farmed salmon,
said: “I've laughed whenever I hear people say 'organic seafood' because farm-raised salmon
is not organic. They're still in pens and their diets are controlled. That's not natural.”
Read more via ‘Fish farms trying to confuse customers with "Naturally raised" salmon’
A 2005-2009 lawsuit involving Creative Salmon, an ‘organic’ salmon farming company in
British Columbia, focussed on the issue of ‘organic’ farmed salmon, antibiotic use and
contamination with the carcinogen malachite green.
“Japanese-funded Creative Salmon is being dangerously creative in its definition of 'organic'
salmon farming,” said Friends of Clayoquot Sound aquaculture campaigner Don Staniford in
2005. “Last week, Creative's 'green' credentials were exposed when its Tofino-based factory
closed because of malachite green contamination. And now its reputation has been well and
truly shattered with the Ministry of the Environment's damning revelations of antibiotic use.
If Creative Salmon is telling such blatant lies, how is the public expected to believe the
company's claims to be 'organic'?”

Creative Salmon have long-indulged in creative thinking when it comes to ‘organic’ farmed
salmon – publishing an ‘organic’ section on their web-site for many years. “This is not an
attempt to mislead or 'scam'. Our website is designed with a focus in part on marketing
towards potential customers and information for current customers of Creative Salmon,” said
Creative Salmon’s general manager Spencer Evans in 2005 following a ‘Deceptive
Marketing Practices’ complaint filed by Friends of Clayoquot Sound.
“Claiming to be “organic” does not address environmental impacts caused by open net cage
salmon farms, and this should be even more apparent by the 12 sea lions that were killed in
Creative Salmon farm predator nets just a month ago,” said Dom Repta of Friends of
Clayoquot Sound in 2006.
Read more via ‘Creative's 'Organic' Antibiotic Salmon Scam’
A web re-design following the lawsuit sees Creative Salmon now claiming that: “Creative
Salmon is currently seeking organic certification, and aims to be among Canada's first fully
certified organic salmon farming companies.”

Creative Salmon definition of “healthy and sustainable farming practices” and
“environmentally responsible” should alarm consumers. Data obtained from the Ministry of
Environment revealed that in 2004 Creative Salmon used nearly a quarter of a tonne of
antibiotics (245.01 kg) in Clayoquot Sound. Creative Salmon's Dawley Pass farm used 35.28
kg of oxytetracycline; Eagle Bay used 63.31 kg and Indian Bay used 146.42 kg.

Read more details via ‘Creative Salmon in Clayoquot Sound’

In 2007, over 100 sea lions were reported drowned in their ‘organic’ operations in Clayoquot
Sound. In 2008, Creative Salmon tested positive once again for the carcinogen malachite
green as well as the antibiotic florfenicol.

Read more via ‘Organic Salmon?’
“The enviros, including the Coastal Alliance for Aquaculture Reform (CAAR) – especially
CAAR – have gotten into the [organic-certification] process and hijacked it entirely, both in
Canada and the U.S.,” said Creative Salmon’s general manager Spencer Evans in a 2008
interview with BC Business magazine. “This is their Waterloo. They have to stop farmed
salmon from becoming certified organic. It’s very important for their overall anti-salmonfarming campaign. They are throwing a lot of time and money at it to make sure it doesn’t
happen. And they are winning.”
Read more via ‘BC Fish Farmers’ Organic Battle’
How Creative Salmon will now obtain ‘organic’ certification for their disease-ridden
operations remains unclear – but it is certain that the fight against organic certification of
farmed salmon will continue.
In 2011, 61 concerned organizations, businesses and fishermen from Canada and the United
States signed a letter opposing the certification of farmed salmon by the Canadian
Government (read letter in full online here). According to CAAR:
“Net-cages have no place in organic aquaculture standards as they violate the very principles
of what an organics label should mean, and negate others’ efforts to produce truly organic
products.”

For more background listen online to ‘Organic Salmon?’ and read ‘Organic Farmed Salmon?’
In the United States, there’s also has been a fierce fight to protect the integrity of organic
standards and prohibit the inclusion of salmon farms. “There is no such thing as USDA
certified organic fish,” wrote food writer Barry Estabrook in 2009. “Since 2001, the National
Organic Standards Board (NOSB), the body that advises the USDA on matters related to
certification, has been trying to set standards for aquaculture. Last fall, it issued a set of
guidelines, but the USDA has yet to enact them.”

“Meanwhile, there is a large loophole in the USDA’s policy,” continued Estabrook.
“Lacking its own organic standards for aquaculture, the administration nonetheless allows
seafood certified by foreign agencies to be labeled as organic. The prize-winning cured

salmon is certified as organic by the U.K.’s Soil Association, which doesn’t see any problem
with net pens or using wild fish as feed.”
Read more via ‘Politics of the Plate: When Organic is Not Organic’
In 2007, 44 leading organizations within the organic, ocean conservation, animal welfare and
food safety communities wrote to the National Organic Standards Board arguing that “the
farming of carnivorous finfish in open net pen systems inherently contradicts organic
principles”. “Attempting to define organic standards for open net pens and wild fish as feed
is like attempting to fit a square peg into a round hole – the principles and the practices are
simply incompatible,” stated the letter (read letter in full online here).
Read more via ‘Organic Farmed Salmon: If You’re Not Confused You Should Be’
“Organic salmon?” asked the Pure Salmon Campaign. “Chefs, retailers and seafood
companies are trying to capitalize on the organic trend by selling ‘organic’ salmon. Don't be
fooled. There is no such thing.”
Read more via ‘Fish Food Fight – Can Salmon Be Organic?’
In 2007, Consumers Union joined the Center for Food Safety and Food and Water Watch in
filing a complaint with the USDA and Federal Trade Commission to protect consumers
nationwide from misleading and mislabeled “organic” seafood products.
“It’s a disservice to the organic program and to consumers that the NOSB is ready to
undermine the organic marketplace which relies on a higher bar for environmental health
practices being met,” said Urvashi Rangan, Senior Scientist and Policy Analyst at Consumers
Union, in 2008. “Fish labeled as ‘organic’ that are not fed 100 percent organic feed, come
from polluting open net cage systems, or that are contaminated with mercury or PCBs any
measurable level, fall significantly short of consumer expectations.”
“Consumer trust in the integrity of the organic label is at stake,” said Patty Lovera of Food &
Water Watch. “But unfortunately, the NOSB wants to allow the farmed salmon industry to
cash in on the organic label without meeting the basic tenets of organic production.”
“In an effort to shoehorn every type of industrial fish farming into the organic label, the
proposed recommendations create a dangerous loophole to get around the 100% organic feed
standard by arbitrarily and capriciously defining wild forage fish feed as a ‘supplement,’ ”
said George Kimbrell, Staff Attorney for the Center for Food Safety. “Allowing such farmed
fish to be labeled organic violates the spirit and letter of the law, is detrimental to the oceans
and misleading to the public.”
Read more via ‘New Poll Reveals That Proposed "Organic" Standards for Fish Will Fail to
Meet Consumer Expectations’
“Is organic farmed fish an oxymoron?” asked Chow in 2008. “It’s already debatable whether
any fish can, or should, be labeled organic. The USDA previously ruled out all wild fish: The
Chicago Tribune explains the agency’s logic: “The whole notion of ‘wild’ is at odds with the
government’s rigorous criteria for classifying organic livestock production. Wild, after all,
can’t be controlled.” But somewhat perversely, the USDA says organic farmed fish can eat

fish meal that’s made from wild fish. (Wild fish that aren’t threatened species would be
allowed to make up 25 percent of farmed feed.) That’s angered the Consumers Union, which
says that allowing partially nonorganic feed would set a lower standard for fish than other
organic foods, amounting to what the CU calls “a dangerous precedent.”
The controversy continues. The USDA’s web-site currently states: “The legal status of using
the organic label in the United States for aquatic species, and the future of developing U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) certification standards for organic aquaculture products
and aquatic species, are under review.”

According to a Consumer Reports magazine food labeling poll, some 74% of consumers are
concerned about environmental pollution from “organic” fish. The poll also showed that
91% of consumers want contaminants in fish to be absent or present only at very low levels.
Of course, consumers vote with their dollars for the products that are most valuable to them.
Will consumers be able to discern their product origin and content from sound descriptive
labeling, including perhaps “organic”?
Read more via ‘The Organic Aquaculture Quandary’
Nor will ‘organic’ farmed salmon ever be a safe and healthy choice for consumers. The
Washington Post reported in 2004 that “there is no evidence to date that indicates the
contaminant level of organic farmed salmon is less than that of conventional farmed salmon.”
The UK’s Observer newspaper also reported in 2004: “Don Staniford of the Salmon Farm
Protest Group pointed out last week that the dioxin and PCB pollution the scientists
highlighted could also be found in organically farmed fish. 'The reason there are high levels
of cancer-causing dioxins and PCBs is because the feed used in farms is heavily
contaminated,' he said. Carnivorous fish such as salmon were reared in captivity using pellets
made of creatures caught in the polluted North Sea. This was the case whether or not the
farms followed organic guidelines, added Staniford.”
Shockingly, the Soil Association (who certify salmon farms in Scotland) admitted in 2004
that they do not even test for PCBs or dioxins and that some ‘organic’ fish feed may be more
contaminated than conventional feeds!
“The myth that “organic” farmed salmon is safe, healthier and more nutritious than
conventionally farmed salmon has been shattered,” reported The Salmon Farm Monitor in

2004. “The Soil Association, one of the world´s leading certifiers of organic food, has
admitted that not only do they not test for contaminants such as PCBs, dioxins, dieldrin and
toxaphene in “organic” farmed salmon but also that levels are “likely to be similar” to
conventionally farmed Scottish salmon. The Soil Association further concedes that their
organic fish feed, sourced from more polluted European waters, may be “more contaminated
than some feed used in conventional diets”.

The Soil Association currently concede on their web-site: “The Soil Association is aware of
the problems of farmed fish being contaminated with PCBs, dioxins and other toxins (flameretardants and mercury) that may pose a quite unacceptable health risk to consumers.....
Because the fish element of organic feeds comes from Europe, this may mean it is more
contaminated than some feed used in conventional diets - which would tend to counteract the
effect of lower oil inclusion levels and the lower fat content of organic salmon and trout
compared to conventional. Organic farmed salmon are likely to have similar levels of
contamination to conventional.”

In fact, scientific research published in 2006 found that “organically farmed Norwegian
salmon had the highest concentrations of PCBs.”

Slow Food pointed out in 2006: “On average, farmed salmon flesh contains ten times the
toxin load of wild salmon. Ironically, "organic" farmed salmon has been found to contain
even greater loads of pollutants.”

Read more via ‘PCBs in Farmed Salmon’
This is not surprising since fisheries in the Northern Hemisphere are much more
contaminated than fish from the Southern Hemisphere. In 2000, for example, the European
Commission’s Scientific Committee on Animal Nutrition reported an eight-fold difference in
dioxin contamination (i.e. fish in the North were eight times more contaminated than the
South). Hence, if ‘organic’ salmon farms in Norway, Scotland and Ireland are using off-cuts
and by-products of fish caught in the North Sea or the Baltic Sea (another hot spot of
pollution) then it’s logical that ‘organic’ farmed salmon bio-accumulates cancer-causing
contaminants.
Indeed, the only truly ‘organic’ thing about farmed salmon may be the fact that it contains
unsafe levels of so-called ‘organic contaminants’ including PCBs, dioxins, DDT, toxaphene,
chlordane and dieldrin!

Read more via ‘A Global Assessment of Organic Contaminants in Farmed vs. Wild Salmon’
The world’s largest salmon farming company, Marine Harvest, already farm “organic”
salmon in Ireland with the marketing slogan - ‘Taste as Nature Intended’ - but what’s natural
about cramming a migratory species such as the Atlantic salmon in a cage and feeding the
captive on an artificial diet contaminated in toxic chemicals?

Marine Harvest claim in their brochure for ‘The Organic Salmon Company’ that their farmed
salmon is “100% Certified Organic Salmon.”

Marine Harvest claims “no negative impact” of their operations and that they “work in
harmony with the environment”.

“What makes our salmon organic?” asks Marine Harvest who claim the strong tidal currents
are key to “avoiding any build up of parasites and pollutants.”

“Marine Harvest’s ‘organic’ farmed salmon is 100% pure salmon shit!” said Don Staniford of
the Global Alliance Against Industrial Aquaculture speaking from Norway (13 May).

“All farmed salmon marketed as ‘organic’ is a sham, scam and consumer con. Go wild and
natural not organic and farmed. Organically Farmed Salmon is an Oxymoron.”

When it comes to ‘organic’ salmon it’s clearly a case of caveat emptor – buyer beware.

Or, in modern parlance, the consensus seems to be that ‘organic’ salmon farmers are talking
out of their ass!

